
School of War

T
he wizard is one of the quintessential

spellcasters of any magical world. Wherever

magic is, there are those who seek through

study to place the very powers of creation at

their fingertips. Not all do so for the same

reasons, however. And while different motives

may influence a wizard to focus on different

schools of magic, such as Illusion for an individual intent on

self gain, or Divination for one consumed with curiosity,

seldom does such a choice carry as much weight as it does

for those who take up the mantle of the Warmage.

Battle yearns for spellcraft, and in some, spellcraft yearns

equally for battle. While magic can serve many other, more

constructive purposes, who could deny the need for arcane

might on the battlefield? The Warmage is the traditional

answer to such needs. Typical wizards are too academic for

war; they understand facts and figures, not fronts and feints.

The Warmage, on the other hand, is equal parts spellcaster,

swordmaster, and tactician. They learn the art of weaponry in

concert with their spells, and they study the placement of

troops as closely as the arrangement of runes. While their

academic knowledge may suffer, none who has faced a

Warmage in battle and survived will doubt their power.

Combat Savant
You master weaponry with the same talent that others master

their spellcraft. Whenever you gain a level in the wizard class,

you may replace one of the spells you learn with proficiency

in Light armor or a single melee weapon of your choice.

Additionally, you may perform a 1 hour ritual to graft your

arcane focus onto a weapon, allowing you to use the weapon

itself as an arcane focus.

Heat of Battle
Starting when you choose this tradition at 2nd level, you learn

how to weave magic even in the most pressing of conditions.

You suffer no penalty when making a ranged spell attack roll

against a creature who is within melee range of you.

Additionally, you can isolate some of your companions from

the force of your destructive magic. Whenever you cast a

damaging spell that affects other creatures you can see

within 30 feet, you can choose a number of them equal to

your Intelligence modifier. The chosen creatures

automatically succeed on their saving throws against the

spell, and they take no damage if they would normally take

half damage on a successful save. You may select yourself as

one of these creatures.

Steel and Spell
At 6th level, your training in magic and melee combat allows

you to more effectively utilize both to their full potential.

Whenever you use your action to cast a spell that damages

one or more creatures, you may use your bonus action to

make a single melee weapon attack against one of those

creatures within range.

Beginning at 10th level, this attack no longer requires you

to expend a bonus action. Instead, you make a single melee

weapon attack as part of the action used to cast the spell,

targeting a creature damaged by that spell. You may make

only a single attack per spell cast.

Blur Step
Starting at 10th level, you can use your magic to enhance

your physical abilities beyond their normal limits. You may

now use your bonus action to Blur Step. You may do this a

number of times equal to your Intelligence modifier with

spent uses recharging on a short or long rest.

When you Blur Step, you increase your movement speed

by 10 feet and double your long and high jump distance. For

the duration of the turn you do not provoke attacks of

opportunity, and are not affected difficult terrain. If you use

your action to make an attack after moving at least 10 feet,

you have advantage on that attack and may add your

Intelligence modifier to the damage dealt.

Warp Riposte
At 14th level, your training has reached its height in the field

of combat. When attacked, you can instinctually respond by

teleporting behind the creature and striking back with deadly

force.

As a reaction to being targeted with a melee attack by a

creature you can see within 5 feet, you can immediately

teleport to a space adjacent to the creature and make a single

melee weapon attack with advantage against it, unless the

creature has Blindsight, Tremorsense, or is immune to being

surprised. You must decide whether or not to use this feature

after the roll has been made but before the results are

determined.

You may use this feature twice per short or long rest. You

cannot use this feature if there is no empty space adjacent to

the target, or if you would fall when trying to stand in that

space.
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